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This report looks at the following areas:

• The UK's current and potential future energy mix
• The government's energy policy and its impact
on the energy industry
• Consumer attitudes towards energy suppliers
and energy efficiency measures
• The impact of the energy crisis on retail market
competition
• How energy suppliers are diversifying their
product and service offering

Overview

Soaring wholesale energy costs have effectively halted competition in the retail energy
market, as suppliers pulled fixed deals from the market and set their default tariffs close to
the price cap or the government's Energy Price Guarantee. In 2023, a number of energy
suppliers have started to relaunch fixed deals. However, most of these tariffs offer little
savings compared to the variable standard tariffs, which most people are on. With limited
incentives for customers to switch suppliers, the return of competition to the market is
expected to be slow.

While wholesale costs have fallen, prices are still higher than pre-energy crisis levels and
wholesale market risks remain. Energy suppliers need to continue to actively support
customers struggling to pay bills, while at the same time ensure their own financial stability.
Energy suppliers also need to invest in their product and service offering to strengthen their
position.
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Suppliers will continue to diversify and strengthen their offerings in the growing low carbon
technologies sector, including EV charging/tariffs, heat pumps, solar PV and smart home
devices. With the roll-out of Market-wide Half-Hourly Settlement, expected in 2026,
combined with the widespread adoption of smart meters, suppliers will be encouraged to
launch more innovative smart tariffs and services.
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Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the energy market

• EV charging and tariffs become an increasing point of competition

• Green tech product diversification opportunities

• Market-wide Half-Hourly Settlement will drive development of more innovative tariffs

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five year outlook for the energy industry

• Drastic change in UK electricity mix

- Graph 1: electricity generation by type of fuel used, 2012, 2018 and 2022

• More than half of UK electricity supply now comes from low carbon sources

• The rise of renewables

- Graph 2: renewable electricity generation, by type of source, 2012-22

• Renewables account for 41.5% of total electricity generation in 2022

• Rising power demand will require a range of solutions

• Significant investment in whole-system infrastructure is required

• Number of active suppliers in the UK retail energy market

- Graph 3: number of active domestic suppliers, 2008-23

• Large suppliers are regaining market share amid market upheaval

What consumers want and why

• Impact of higher energy bills is felt across the board

• Green credentials more important for younger people

- Graph 4: preference to use energy supplier with strong green credentials, 2023

• Strong interest in time-of-use tariffs

- Graph 5: interest in an energy tariff that charges cheaper rates at times when there is low demand for energy, 2023

ELECTRICITY DEMAND AND GENERATION

Trends in electricity supply

• Major power producers

• Smaller-scale power stations
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• Imports and exports of electricity

Electricity generation

• More than half of UK electricity supply comes from low carbon sources

• More than half of UK electricity supply comes from low carbon sources

- Graph 6: electricity generation by type of fuel used, 2012, 2018 and 2022

• Coal

• Gas

• Nuclear

• Government committed to the development of new nuclear power projects

• Wind drives renewables electricity generation

- Graph 7: renewable electricity generation in the UK, by type of source, 2018-23

• Renewables account for 41.5% of total electricity generation in 2022

GAS DEMAND AND SUPPLY

UK gas supply

• Total UK gas supply

• UK's dependence on gas imports

• Growing importance of LNG imports

• Global LNG export capacity set to rise

• Current government commits to new gas exploration licences to slow the rapid decline in domestic production

• UK gas storage

Wholesale gas prices

• Volatile wholesale gas prices

- Graph 8: average wholesale gas prices, forward delivery contracts, 2021-23

• Wholesale gas prices have significant impact on household energy bills

FUTURE ENERGY MIX AND DEMAND

National Grid ESO's Future Energy Scenarios

• Introduction

• The four scenarios

• The four scenarios (cont.)

Future electricity demand

• Electricity demand set to rise as a result of the electrification of transport and heating

- Graph 9: annual electricity demand, by scenario, 2022-50

• Rising power demand will require a range of solutions
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Future potential energy mix

• Renewables will drive new generation capacity additions

- Graph 10: projected installed electricity generation capacity (incl. storage and interconnectors), 2022, 2030 and 2050

• Offshore wind

• Onshore wind

• Solar PV

• Unabated gas generation

• Low-carbon dispatchable power

• Nuclear

• Tidal power

• Bioenergy and BECCS

• Interconnectors

• Electricity storage capacity

• Low-carbon hydrogen supply

• Significant investment in whole-system infrastructure required…

• …to support the clean energy transition…

• …and new offshore wind capacity

RETAIL ENERGY MARKET

Market development

• Market privatisation

• Market reforms to create a fairer, more competitive market

• CMA energy market investigation

• Key remedies proposed by the CMA implemented by Ofgem

• 'Big Six' energy supplier category reclassified to reflect market changes

Market structure

• Number of suppliers falls from a peak of 70 in 2018 to 21 in 2023

• Active suppliers

- Graph 11: number of active domestic suppliers, 2008-23

• Large suppliers are regaining market share amid market upheaval

• Domestic electricity market shares

• Domestic electricity market shares

- Graph 12: domestic electricity supply market shares in Great Britain, by company, 2019-23

• Domestic gas supply market shares

- Graph 13: domestic gas supply market shares in Great Britain, by company, 2019-23
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Energy tariffs and switching trends

• 85% of domestic gas customers on default tariff

- Graph 14: number of non-prepayment domestic gas customer accounts, by type of tariff, by supplier, 2023

• 84% of domestic electricity customers on default tariff

- Graph 15: number of non-prepayment domestic electricity customer accounts, by type of tariff, by supplier, 2023

• Most customers on default tariffs following the withdrawal of fixed deals

• 2023 sees relaunch of fixed deals, but return of competition expected to be slow

• Small price differential between average and cheapest tariffs

• Energy supplier switching rates remain supressed, despite slight uptick in 2023

- Graph 16: number of domestic customers switching suppliers, by fuel type, 2019-23

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULARITY ENVIRONMENT

Government policy on reaching Net Zero by 2050

• Commitment to net zero target

• Government's legally-binding carbon budgets

• Government off track to meet sixth carbon budget

• Net zero strategy

• Ambition to decarbonise the electricity system by 2035

• Government U-turn on some net zero policies

• British Energy Security Strategy aims for a 40% reduction in gas demand by 2030 through increased efficiency and faster

uptake of renewables

• The Energy Security Strategy's low carbon sources ambitions

The Labour Party's energy policy

• Labour's pledge to decarbonise the electricity system by 2030

Policy instruments supporting decarbonisation of the electricity systems

• Renewables Obligation (RO)

• Contracts for Difference (CfD)

• 3.7 GW of renewable energy projects awarded CfDs in AR5, the lowest level since 2017

• Government raises maximum prices paid for offshore in AR6 to attract investment

• Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs)

• Smart Export Guarantee (SEG)

• Capacity Market (CM)

• Energy supplier obligation programmes to improve energy efficiency of homes

• Four phases of ECO

• ECO4 (2022-26)
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Regulatory environment

• Industry regulation

• Industry regulation

• Temporary price cap on default tariffs

• UK government's Energy Price Guarantee

• Recent developments in the Price Cap

• Market-wide half-hourly settlement (MHHS) programme

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Type of energy tariff

• A third of consumers are on a fixed tariff

- Graph 17: type of energy tariff, 2023

Attitudes towards energy suppliers and bills

• Most people have tried to reduce their energy use in the last year

- Graph 18: attitudes towards energy suppliers and affordability of bills, 2023

• Impact of higher energy bills is felt across the board

• Continued concern about affordability of future bills

• Strong interest in time-of-use tariffs

- Graph 19: interest in an energy tariff that charges cheaper rates at times when there is low demand for energy, 2023

• Incentivising uptake of smart tariffs

• Green credentials more important for younger people

- Graph 20: preference to use energy supplier with strong green credentials, 2023

• Suppliers need to ensure green credentials stand up to scrutiny

• Suppliers need to differentiate their green credentials and product offering

• Interest in home energy assessment stronger among higher income households

- Graph 21: interest in getting an assessment of owns home energy usage, 2023

Adoption of energy efficiency products and future intentions

• Energy efficient lights most popular energy efficiency products to have been installed

• Energy efficient lights most popular energy efficiency products to have been installed

- Graph 22: energy efficiency products installed in the last two years, 2023

• More attractive finance options required to drive adoption

• Major suppliers are starting to form partnerships with finance providers

• One in five people would consider installing solar panels

- Graph 23: consumer intentions to install energy efficiency products, 2023
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Attitudes towards energy efficiency measures

• Three in four respondents say energy suppliers should do more to help reduce customers' energy usage

- Graph 24: attitudes towards energy efficiency measures, 2023

• Appeal of buying renewable energy products and smart home devices from energy suppliers

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Competitive strategies in the retail energy market

• Diversification into green technologies

• EV charging and tariffs become an increasing point of competition

• Examples of innovative EV tariffs

• Suppliers develop demand flexibility offerings for domestic customers

• More personalised service provision to help customers decarbonise homes

• Suppliers need to focus on providing outstanding customer service and experience…

• … as high customer satisfaction levels remain a key differentiator

Launch activity and innovation

• 2023 sees first new energy supplier launched since crisis began

• National Grid ESO's Demand Flexibility Service

• Utilita and partners launch smart energy control technology trial

• Energy suppliers launch heat pump offers

• Octopus Energy partners with housebuilders to see the construction of "Zero Bills" homes

Company profiles

• Centrica

• Centrica's businesses

• Centrica's businesses (cont.)

• Group strategy

• Centrica to invest between £600m-800m a year until 2028 in renewable generation, security of supply, and customers

• Financial information

• Revenue segmental analysis of supply business

- Graph 25: Centrica supply business revenue segmental analysis, 2022

• British Gas Trading

• Focus on innovative Connected Homes products

• Financial information

• EDF Energy

• Planned new nuclear power stations

• Partnership with Kraken Technologies to strengthen customer service and evolve product offering
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• Strategy

• Financial information

• E.ON Next Energy

• E.ON migrates all its residential and SME customers to E.ON Next

• Financial information

• ScottishPower Energy Retail

• Smart solutions

• Financial information

• SSE

• Disposal of non-core assets to sharpen strategic focus around electricity infrastructure and net zero

• Renewables at core of SSE Group’s business strategy

• Net Zero Acceleration Programme Plus

• Financial information

• Octopus Energy

• Acquisition of Shell Energy Retail

• Kraken – the advanced operating system for utilities

• Financial information

• OVO Energy

• Kaluza – OVO's intelligent energy software platform

• Acquisition of SSE’s retail business

• Dedicated EV division

• Path to Zero

• Financial performance

APPENDIX

Supplementary data

• Sources of electricity supply in the UK

• Transmission and distribution electricity network

• Transmission and distribution electricity network (cont.)

• Electricity generation by fuel type

• Percentage of domestic electricity customers by region and supplier type

• Percentage of domestic gas customers by region and supplier type

• Costs included in price cap level

Report scope and definitions

• Market definition

• Abbreviations and terms
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• Abbreviations and terms

• Abbreviations and terms

• Abbreviations and terms

• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• B2B research methodology

• Consumer research methodology
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